Spansion CEO Bertrand Cambou to Keynote at 2008 Flash Memory Summit in Santa Clara

SUNNYVALE, Calif., Aug 11, 2008 /PRNewswire-FirstCall via COMTEX News Network/ -- Bertrand Cambou's keynote titled, "Breaking Barriers - Flash to Enable Next Generation Search Engines" will explore leading edge advances that are creating an exciting future and transcending existing memory architectures. Discover how a revolutionary memory solution can fundamentally change the dynamics of Internet data centers, search engines and the servers that support them by using innovative technology that offers significant energy savings with increased system performance.

In addition to Cambou's keynote, four Spansion experts will serve on different panels throughout the conference. The Flash Memory Summit is the only conference dedicated to Flash memory where developers, vendors and end-users come together to share their knowledge, experience and solutions.

Who: Bertrand Cambou, CEO; Jan Silverman, vice president of Server Solutions for the Media Storage Division; John Boodhansingh, director of Strategic Marketing for the Wireless Solutions Division; Stephan Rosner, director of Systems Solutions & Applications; Gary Montgomery, director of Memory Modules for Server Solutions in the Media Storage Division at Spansion.

What: Spansion CEO Bertrand Cambou presents the keynote titled, "Breaking Barriers -- Flash to Enable Next Generation Search Engines."

Silverman presents during a special open plenary session on Green Flash.

Boodhansingh presents, "Improving the Mobile User Experience -- A Revolutionary Approach to More Flexible Handset Designs with NOR" during a session on designing for mobile applications.

Rosner presents, "Verification of Board Level Design Using Flash Memory" during an open session on Design Methods.

Montgomery presents, "Content Delivery," during a special session on Consumer Applications.

When: Jan Silverman: Tuesday, August 12th at 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. PST
Bertrand Cambou: Wednesday, August 13th at 11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
John Boodhansingh: Wednesday, August 13th at 2:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Stephan Rosner: Wednesday, August 13th at 2:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
Gary Montgomery: Thursday, August 14th at 2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Where: Santa Clara Marriott
2008 Flash Memory Summit

ABOUT SPANSION

Spansion (Nasdaq: SPSN) is a leading Flash memory solutions provider, dedicated to enabling, storing and protecting digital content in wireless, automotive, networking and consumer electronics applications. Spansion, previously a joint venture of AMD and Fujitsu, is the largest company in the world dedicated exclusively to designing, developing, manufacturing, marketing and selling Flash memory solutions. For more information, visit http://www.Spansion.com.